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Abstract-Text detection and recognition is a challenging problem methods degrades drastically [4,5) because of the variations in edge
in document analysis due to the presence of the unpredictable nature pattern and strength. For instance, In Figure I, (a) shows 2D characters
of video texts, such as the variations of orientation, font and size, chosen from video, (b) shows a 3D character from video but it is on its
illumination effects, and even different 20/30 text shadows. In this frontal view, and (c) shows a 3D character from video from its side
paper, we propose a novel horizontal and vertical symmetry feature view, where we can see 3D effect in the form of extra edges. It is
by calculating the gradient direction and the gradient magnitude of observed from Figure I that OCR fails to recognize the 3D character
each text candidate, which results in Potential Text Candidates (PTCs) on side view. Therefore, we consider all the 2D texts from video and
after applying the k-means clustering algorithm on the gradient image the 3D texts on frontal view as 2D texts, while the 3D texts on side
of each input frame. To verify PTCs, we explore temporal information view from video are considered as 3D texts. Then there are two ways
of video by proposing an iterative process that continuously verifies to achieve the accuracy: (I) developing a unified algorithm which
the PTCs of the first frame and the successive frames, until the process works well for both 2D and 3D texts in video, (2) classifying 2D andmeets the converging criterion. This outputs Stable Potential Text
Candidates (SPTCs). For each SPTC, the method obtains text 3D texts in video such that a separate algorithm can be proposed for
representatives with the help of the edge image of the input frame. 3D texts and the existing methods which give good accuracy for 2D
Then for each text representative, we divide it into four quadrants and tcxt can be used separately. In this work, we focus on thc second way
check a new Mutual Nearest Neighbor Symmetry (MNNS) based on to improve the accuracy because this way can make use of the existing
the dominant stroke width distances of the four quadrants. A voting 2D text detection methods, rather than developing a unified method
method is finally proposed to classify each text block as either 20 or which will be relatively hard. However, all the 3D texts that appear on
3D by counting the text representatives that satisfy MNNS. iTown and urban videos are generally scene texts. This makes the
Experimental results on classifying 20 and 3D text images are problem of elassifieation challenging and complex because scene text
promising, and the results are further validated by text detection and is a part of the image captured by camera and it poses virtually
recognition before classification and after classification with the unlimited range of sizes, shapes and colors [3). For comparison,
exiting methods, respectively. graphics texts are artificially added to video frames to supplement

visual or audio content. Therefore. the presences of both graphics texts
and scene texts in a video frame bring another difficulty in classifying
2D and 3D video texts.

Keywords-Video text frames, Horizontal and vertical symmetry,
Video potential text candidates, Dominant potential text candidates, 2D
and 3D text video classification

I. Introduction
Convergence of the technologies from computer graphics,

computer vision, multimedia and other related fields has enabled the
development of advanced types of visual media and devices such as
3D video (3DY) and free viewpoint video (FYY), which expand user's
sensation beyond what is offered by the traditional 2D video [I). As a
result. in the future, video simultaneously containing 2D and 3D texts
will become quite common and we can see 3D TY at everyone's home.
Currently, Google Street View and iTowns have generated a huge
amount of images and videos that contain both 2D and 3D scene texts
[2). Many potential applications, such as traffic monitoring,
geographic information systems, road navigation and scene
understanding can use the videos captured by the iTown imaging
vehicle on which a camera is fixed at its top. For instance, to locate the
address of a store. the user is offered 3D view of the location, created
by suitable projection of pre-stitched image mosaics. A project like
iTown could easily generate hundreds of thousands of such mosaics in
a single city. The manual annotation of all these images WIth the visible
textual information would be very time consuming and probably
impractical [2). Therefore, there is a great demand of automatic
algorithms for detecting and recognizing both 2D and 3D texts with a
good accuracy.

There are methods in literature which work well for video or
Images containing 2D texts [3). However, when given VIdeo which
contain both 2D and 3D texts as an input. the performance of the
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(b) 3D text on frontal view

Fig. 1. Illustration of 3D effect in video text recognition: for characters
"M", ..'t.","N". the Tesseract OCR recognizes as "1\1". ,,'t." and "N".
respectively, while for "S" the OCR cannot recognize it correctly due 10
the extra cducs caused bv the 3D effect.

In literature, there arc a plenty of text detection methods [6-8) by
using connected component analysis. texture analysis, edge and
gradient analysis. However, these methods generally consider the
videos containing only 2D texts but without 3D ones. We can also sec
several methods which use temporal information in video for text
detection [9-13). For example, Bouaziz et al. [12) proposed a similarity
criterion to find text appearance based on frame difTerences. However.
the similarity criterion requires a threshold value to identify the sudden
differences, and the focus of the method is only on 2D graphics text
detection but not 3D text detection, Huang et al. [13) proposed
automatic detection and localization of natural scene texts in video
based on edge and stroke details. Similarly, these features may work
well for 2D scene texts but not for 3D ones because the latter may not
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This process basically finds the stable PTCs which are presented
in all the consecutive frames until the iterative process terminates. In
this way, the method continues the iterative process to filter out those
unstable PTCs until the converging criterion is met. The final stable
PTCs can be seen in Figure 6(t). This is nothing but getting DPfinaJ by
the iterative process. To define the terminating condition, we estimate
the proximity matrix which indicates the distances between the PTCs
in DPI, DP2 ... DPtin,1as defined in equation (4). This is valid because
the PTCs in the text area are more or less stable than the non-text PTCs
in consecutive frames. It is observed that as iteration increases the
standard deviation of the proximity matrix of DP, decreases and after
certain iterations, the standard deviations of the previous iteration and
the current iteration have become almost equal as defined in equation
(5). Figure 7 shows that after the 9'h iteration the curve becomes flat
from iteration 10 to iteration 12. This is the terminating point as
defined in equation (5). It is because the unstable PTCs have been
eliminated at the iterations. The outputs are called Stable Potential
Text Candidates (SPTCs). Similarly, the same procedure is used for
3D text video to obtain SPTCs.

[

Dist(~'t, P,)
PMi= :

Dist(PK, P,)

=: PK)]

Dist(PK, PK)
(4)

DPi = (P"P, ... PKj,K = IIDP.!I
IIStd(PMi+,) - Std(PM')II < 0.2 (5)

Fig. 7. Terminating condition for iterative process (Number of iterations vs
standard variance of PM;)

D. 2D and 3D Text Block Classification
For each SPTC in Figure 6(1), the method extracts edge

components from the Canny edge image of the input frame to study
the behavior of the SPTC, which results in Text Representatives (TPs).
Figure 8(a) shows the TPs that are obtained from the Canny edge
image (Figure 8(b». Similarly, for 3D text frame, the method obtains
TPs as shown in Figure 8(c), which are obtained from the Canny edge
image in Figure 8(d). We use grouping criterion based on the nearest
neighbor technique to merge all the TPs by referring the Canny edge
image of the input frame. Components that have less than three pixels
are eliminated because they do not contribute to text. More details for
boundary growing and merging can be found in [14]. The output of
this step is considered as text block segmentation. In this way, the
method segments text lines of both graphics and scene texts
irrespective of2D and 3D.

For each segmented text block, the method studies the behavior of
each TP in both 20 and 3D text blocks to classify it as either a 20 or
a 3D block by using stroke width distances. The method divides the
whole TP into four quadrants (top left, bottom left, top right, bottom
right) at the center of the component as shown in Figure 9 (see the
center with red color lines). Then for each TP of each quadrant, the
method finds stroke width distance as suggested in [15]. The method
performs the histogram operation on stroke width distances tor each
quadrant as shown in Figure 9, and chooses the dominant stroke width
distances (highest frequency) from each histogram as the shown values.
The values 4, 4, 7, and 7 are representing dominant stroke width
distances of the four quadrants in clockwise direction, respectively. As
we discussed in the proposed methodology section, if a character is
from a 20 text frame then it must satisfy thc symmetry like human face

else not always. To extract this property, we propose Mutual Nearest
Neighbor Symmetry (MNNS) to classify the TPs as representing 20
text or 3D text. The MNNS procedure first selects the Maximum and
the Minimum from the four dominant stroke width distances (7 and 4)
as de.fined In equation (6) and (7), respectively. Then it compares the
rcmammg two dominant stroke width distances (7 and 4) with the
Maximum and the Minimum, and classifies them into an Maximum
cluster if the distance is close to the Maximum distance otherwi
classifies it into an Minimum cluster. This results in two cq~tal clust~~:
containing an equal number of distance values. If the dominant stroke
width distances ofTP satisfy MNNS then it is considered as a 2D TP
else a 3D TP. In order to classify the whole text block as 20 wc
consider a voting criterion that counts the number of 2D TPs and 3D
TPs in text blocks of the images. Tfthe count which represents 2D TPs
is more than the count which represents 3D TPs in the text block, then
the method considers the text block as a 2D text one else a 3D text one.
Figure 10 shows the TPs that satisfy MNNS (red color components)
for 20 text image, and the TPs that satisfy MNNS for 3D text image
(red color components), respectively. It is noticed from Figure 9 that
the number of the TPs that satisfy MNNS are more in the case of 20
text images while less in the case of3D text images. Therefore, the two
text blocks in the first image arc classified as 20 and the three text
blocks in the second image are classified as 3D. The main advantage
of this method is that it can classify 2D and 3D texts even when a single
frame contains both 20 and 3D text blocks.

(b) Canny edge image

(e) Text Representative (d) Canny edge image

Fig. 8. Text Representative and Canny edge image for 2D and 3D frame

Fig. 9. Histograms for dominant stroke width distances for four quadrants

DSWmax = max{dsw(Pi) Ii = 1,2,3,4}

DSWmin = min{dsw(Pi) I i = 1,2,3,4}

For each Pi(i = 1,2,3.4),

{

if IIdsw(P;) - DSWminll 2: Ildsw(Pi) - DSWmaxll ,

Add DSWi to Cluster max )
if IIdsw(Pi) - DSWminll < IIdsw(Pi) - DSWmaxll , (8

Add DSWt to Clustermin

(6)

(7)
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provide a constant stroke width or edge density as expected. Therefore,
the method is not suitable for 3D text detection In video.

Hence, in this work, we propose a novel method for 20 and 3D
text classification to improve text detection and recognition accuracy.

II. Proposed Method
It is noted from the work presented in (14) for video text detection

that gradient operation on video frames is useful for increasing. the
contrast of text pixels. As motivated, we initially perform the gradient
operation to enhance text pixels in this work. After text pixels are
enhanced, wc propose k-mcans clustenng algonthm with k=3 to
remove noisy pixels that have low gradient values as they may not
contribute to text. The rest two clusters which have high mean values
arc considered as text clusters. This results in text candidates for each
video frame. Due to complex background of video, there are chances
of misclassifying false text candidates as text candidates. As we are
inspired by the observation that characters usually have double edges
with a constant stroke width distance (15), we propose a novel
horizontal and vertical symmetry feature based on the gradient
directions and the gradient magnitudes of each text candidate. For each
canny edge pixel, the method (15) moves in its gradient direct.ion until
it reaches another edge pixel. The distance between the starting edge
pixel and the reached pixel is called stroke width distance. As
mentioned, the method explores constant stroke Width property to
identify text candidates. Then the method uses characteristics of te~t
candidates for final text detection. In summary, the method IS
developed for text detection but not classification. The symmetry
extracts the two facts that double edges have parallel directions, and
text candidates have a high gradient magnitude at near edges and on
edges but a low magnitude in between parallel edges (14). In other
words, our horizontal symmetry uses the gradient direction and the
magnitude values between edges, while the vertical symmetry uses the
direction of parallel edges, which is perpendicular to the gradient
direction of a text candidate. This outputs Potential Text Candidates
(PTCs). . .

To validate the PTCs, we explore temporal redundancy In Video. It
is observed that texts in video usually have constant movements along
a particular direction while the background does not as stated in.several
methods [9-13). Inspired by this observation, we propose an Iterative
method that studies the neighbor information of each PTC In

consecutive frames to identify stable PTCs. The reason for considering
neighbor information of PTCs is to tolerate thc arbitrary text
movements because sometimes, video may con tam arbitrary text
movements rather than static movements. As a result, the iterative
process gives stable PTCs by finding the PTCs which exist. in
consecutive frames, until the iterative process stops. Thus the iterauve
process in the study of stable PTCs from consecutive frames serves
two purposes: (I) it helps in automatically deciding the number of
interested frames out of 30 frames per second because It IS a research
issue for the existing methods [9-13) which assume a fixed number of
five, ten etc., (2) it helps in identifying stable PTCs inspite of arbitrary
text movements by throwing out non-stable ones which arc likely non-
text components. We call the output of the iterative process as Stable
Potential Text Candidates (SPTCs).

For each SPTC, wc extract its edge components, which we call text
representatives, from the Canny edge image of the input fr~me. For
each text representative, we divide the whole representative into four
quadrants and then extract dominant stroke width distances for each
quadrant. The stoke width distances are calculated according to the
method in (15). It is true that characters generally exhibit symmetry
like faces of human when we divide into equal halves at the center
point. Based on this observation and as it is explored in (16) for
defining Mutual Nearest Neighbor Symmetry (MNNS) at block level

to classify text frames using wavelet and moments features, we further
propose MNNS for classifying 20 or 3D text representatives. Namely,
if the dominant stroke width distances of each quadrant form clusters
which can satisfy MNNS then it is considered as a 2D text
representative else a 3D text representative. This is valid because we
can expect such symmetry for 20 characters due to double edges and
parallel edges but for 3D character, it does not due to extra edges and
the loss of edges caused by perspective distortion and complex
background.

'. .. .. .
'1: .... ., ~

(a) (b)

Fig. 2. Text candidates for 20 text frame: (a) Gray frame, (b) Gradient
first frame (c) Output ark-means clustering algorithm (binary)

(a) (c)

Fig. 3. Text candidates for 3D text frame: (a) Gray frame, (b) Gradient
frame and (c) Output ofk-means clustering algorithm (binary)

A. Text Candidates Selection
For the first video frame as shown in Figure 2(a), where 20 scene

texts are embedded with different orientations and graphics texts are at
the bottom of the frame, the method obtains the gradient image as
shown in Figure 2(b), from which we can notice that text pixels are
brightened compared to the pixels in Figure 2(a). Therefore, the
method applies k-means clustering algorithm with k=3 on the gradient
image shown in Figure 2(b) to classify text candidates as shown in
Figure 2(c), where one can see all the high contrast pixels are classified
as text candidates including text pixels. In the same way, for the video
frame shown in Figure 3(a) where 3D scene texts appear on a building
background with different orientations, the method obtains the
gradient image as shown in Figure 3(b), and the text candidates by the
k-means clustering algorithm on the gradient image in Figure 3(b) are
shown in Figure 3(c). It is observed from Figure 2(c) and Figure 3(c)
that the 3D texts appearing in Figure 3(c) are brighter than the 2D texts
in Figure 2(c). This is due to extra edges and thickness of the strokes
given by the 3D effect as illustrated in Figure I. As a result, there is no
guarantee that a 3D character always exhibits symmetry like human
face and provides parallel edges as in 20 texts. This observation leads
to exploring the new features like symmetry and direction of parallel
edges to classify 2D and 3D texts in this work.

B. Horizontal and Vertical Symmetry for Potential Text
Candidates
It is observed that the method presented in Section A misclassifies

false text candidates as text candidates as shown in Figure 2(c) and
Figure 3(c). Therefore, we propose a novel horizontal and vertical
symmetry feature for identifying PTCs. For each text candidate as
shown in Figure 4(a), the method considers a 3x3 window and
computes the mean gradient values for the window, which tolerates
little distortions and text movements. It moves in both the positive and
the negative gradient directions of a text candidate (PO in Figure 4(a)
and while moving. the method checks the mean gradient values as
defined in equation (I) and equation (2) until the condition is met,
which we call the horizontal symmetry. This is illustrated in Figure 4(b)
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dsw returns the dominant stroke width.

Fig. 10.20 and 3D text block classification

III. Experimental Results
As It is the first work on classification of2D and 3D texts in video,

there is no benchmark or standard dataset for evaluating the proposed
method. There are standard databases. namely. ICDAR and SVT that
contain natural scene text but not video text. Therefore, we create video
data comprising 500 video clips. which includes 200 3Dtext video and
300 2D text video clips that are captured by our own video camera at
different places such as urban scenes, shops, markets and buildings.
This dataset contains the texts of different orientations, scripts, fonts,
font sizes. etc. Each video clip may last less than ten seconds. To
evaluate the method. we consider the measures. namely, recall,
precision and F-t11easure for text line segmentation, classification rate
for the classification of 2D and 3D text frames and character
recognition rate for the recognition results. These are the standard
measures to evaluate the methods. To show the effectiveness of the
method, we implement two existing methods [12, 13] which use
temporal redundancy, edges and stroke information. Similarly, to
validate the classification in terms of recognition rate, we implement
three baseline binarization methods that are Niblack [17] and Sauvola
[18) methods which use thresholds for binarizing the images, and one
more recently developed method [19) for video text binarization based
on Wavelet-Gradient Fusion (WGF) criterion.

A. Experiments/or Text Block Segmentation
Sample qualitative results of the proposed and the existing

methods [12, 13) for text block segmentation are shown in Figure II,
where the first row shows the input frames having 3D text, 2D text and
2D text of Chinese script. The second row shows the results of the
proposed method which successfully detects almost all the texts in the
input frames, The third and the fourth rows show the results of Huang
et al [13). and Bouaziz ct al [12) methods, respectively. The existing
methods detect 2D texts well but fail to detect 3D texts. The main
reason for the poor accuracy of the existing methods is that the
methods developed for 2D text detection but not 3D text detection and
the features used are sensitive to 3D texts. The quantitative results of
the proposed and existing methods are reported in Table I.where both
the existing methods give poor accuracies compared to the proposed
method in terms of recall, precision and F-measure. Therefore, it can
be concluded that the proposed method outperforms the existing
methods for text line segmentation.

TAHLE 1. T~XT HLOCK DETECTION RESULTS OF THE PROPOSED AND

EXISTING METHODS (IN %) ON BOTH 2D + 30 VIDEOS

Method R P F

Proposed method 86.0 83.0 84.5

Huang ct al.[ 13] 57.0 51.5 54.0
-

Bouaziz et a I. [ 12] 50.0 35.0 41.0

Fig. 11. Sample results of the proposed. Huang ct al. [13] and Bouaziz ct al. (12]

(b) Sample 3D text lines classified by the proposed method

Fig. 12. Sample 20 and 3D text blocks from our database

B. Experiments/or Classification 0/2D and 3D Text Blocks
Sample 2D and 3D text blocks that are successfully classified by

the proposed method arc shown in Figure 12(a) and (b), respectively.
It IS observed from Figure 12 that the proposed method works well for
different types of texts and different scripts. The qualitative results of
the proposed method are reported in Table II, where the confusion
matrix gives promising results for 20 and 30 text classification. We
can also see from Figure 12 that the proposed method classifies both
graphics texts (most likely 20) and scene texts (can be either 2D or 3D)
correctly though the text lines are suffering from illumination
orientation, different fonts and contrasts. '

TABLE 11. CONFUSION MATRIX OFTHE CLASSIFICATION METHOD FOR

20 AND 3D TEXT BLOCKS (IN %)

Type 2Dlexl 3D text

20 text 85.5 14.5

3D text 21.0 79.0
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where we can see the results P I and P2 for PO.Then the method moves
along the perpendicular direction to the gradient III both the two
directions of down and up for PO, P I and P2. It continues as long as
the distance between P I and P2 gives the same distance as shown In
Figure 4(c). Let these pixels be POU, POD, PIU, PID, P2U and P2D,

ctivcly as shown in Figure 4(d). The method computes therespe, . . d fi d i
t dard deviation of the gradient angles of those points as e me m
~;~ation (3). If PO satisfies equation (3) then itis said to satisfy both
the horizontal and the vertical syrnrnetncs, and is called as a PTe. All
the PTCs from the 20 text frame in Figure 2(c) and the 3D text frame
in Figure 3(c) can be seen in Figure 5(a) and (b), respectively, where
most of the false text candidates have been removed. However, we can
see still few false PTCs due to background complexity.

(a) PO and the window (b) Find PI and P2

(c) Move perpendicular (d) Find POU, POD. POU, POD,
POU, POD

Fig. 4. The procedure of horizontal and vertical symmetry.

(a) Potential text candidates for
20 text in the first frame

(b) Potential text candidates for 3D
text in the first frame

Fig. 5. Procedure for Potential text candidates selection (PTe)

More formally, gradient magnitude and mean gradient magnitude
can be calculated as below.

Let Cp:= The gradient of pixel P

([

GM(P1-,•i-,) GM(P,_l.})

Vp:= mean GM(Pi.i-1) GM(Pi.j)

GM(Pl+l.}_l) GM(P'+l.i)

CM is the gradient magnitude

PriPl := PI - CPl. NextPl := Pl + CPl

VP1 > Vp"iPl&& Vp1 > VNextPl
PriP2 := P2 - (-CP2). NextP2 := P2 + (-CP2)

VP2 > VpriP2&& VP2 > VNextP2

9p := The gradient angle of pixel P, 9 E (-n/2. n/2]

{

Pl. P2. POU. POD. PlU. PlO. P2U. P2D all exist
Std(9po.9pou.9pOD.9p,.9P1U.9P1D.9p2.9p2U.9p2D)

E (1,10)

(I) Stable potential text candidates after meeting converging criterion

Fig. 6. The iterative process tor Stable Potential Text Candidates
(SPTCs)

(1)

C. Temporal redundancy for Stable Potential Text
Candidates Selection
It is noted from the results of the previous section that there still

exist false PTCs in the resultant images as shown in Figure 5(a) and
(b). To validate the PTCs, the method proposes an iterative process
which explores temporal redundancy in video to identify Stable
Potential Text Candidates (SPTCs). Let t, t+ I ... t+n be the video
sequence as shown in Figure 6(a). Here n denotes 30 frames per second.
Initially, the method considers the first two consecutive frames, say t
and t+1 as shown in Figure 6(b), and finds the corresponding PTCs as
shown in Figure 6(c). For frame t+] , the method merges all the PTCs
within the defined window of size II x II pixels centered at each PTC
by a mask Mt+l operation. The results can be seen in Figure 6(d). Then
the method removes all the other PTCs in t, which are not covered by
the mask operation as shown in Figure 6(e), where the remaining PTCs
after elimination are drawn. It is observed that the number of the PTCs
in Figure 6(e) is less than the number of the PTCs in Figure 6(d). Let
the results of filtering PTCs be DP,. Similarly, for the second iteration,
the method gets the PTCs for the t+2 frame and again the same mask
Mt+2 operation is applied to filter out the PTCs in DPI. This leads to
DP2·

(2)

(3)
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C. Validation of Classificatton by Text Bloch
To validate the effectiveness of the proposed classification method,

we compute recall, precision and F-measure after classification that is
to give 2D text frames and 3D text frames as the input separately for
the existing and the proposed methods. Table I gives the accuracies
before classifying 2D and 3D texts, which give overall performances
of the existing and the proposed methods. Table lIT shows the existing
methods give better accuracies for 2D text but low accuracies for 3D
texts. On the other hand, the proposed method gives better accuracies
for both 2D and 3D texts compared to the existing methods. When we
compare the accuracies of 2D and 3D texts for the proposed method,
we find the accuracy of3D texts is lower than that of 2D texts. This is
because of the loss of information during classification. Therefore, we
can assert that the proposed classification method makes difference in
improving the accuracy for text detection when data is mixed with 2D
and 3D texts.

TABLE III. TEXT BLOCKDETECTIONRESULTSOF THE PROPOSEDAND
EXISTINGMETHODS (IN %) AFTERCLASSIFICATION

Methot! 2D Text video 3D Text video
R P F R P F

Proposed method 89.0 84.0 86.5 81.5 82.0 82.0

Huang ct al. [13] 65.0 58.5 61.5 42.0 39.0 41.0

Bouaziz ct al.[12] 45.0 56.0 50.0 38.0 31.0 34.0

D. Validation a/Classification by Recognition
To know the effectiveness of the proposed classification method

in terms of the recognition rates before classification and after
classification, we compare two baseline thresholding binarization
methods [17, 18] and the recent method [19] of video text binarization.
The method binarizes images and passes them to teseract (Google
OCR) [20] which is publicly available to calculate character
recognition rate. The results are reported in Table IV, from which one
can notice that the all the three binarization methods gi ve poor
accuracies for 3D text after classification compared to 2D text. Thc
results of before classification are higher than those of after
c1assi fication. The reason for the poor accuracies is that the methods
are developed for 2D text binarization but not for 3D text. In addition,
the methods require high contrast text images but not like video frames.
Another reason may be the inherent limitations of the OCR which
accepts only particular fonts, size, and clear shape characters. Hence,
the classification is necessary to improve the accuracy.

TABLE IV. CHARACTER RECOGNITIONOF THE BINARIZATIONMETHODS
BEFOREANDAFTER CLASSIFICATION (IN%)

Methods Before c1assi fication After classification
2D + 3D 2D 3D

WGFrI9] 56.5 75.5 34.0
Niblack [18] 37.0 50.5 22.0
Souvola [17] 12.5 19.0 5.0

IV. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we propose a novel method for classification of 2D

and 3D texts blocks. The method identifies text candidates with the
help of k-rneans clustering algorithm on gradient image~. Then
horizontal and vertical symmetry based on gradient direction and
gradient magnitudes of text candidates to identify potential t~xt
candidates. The potential text candidates are valtdated by iterauve
mcthod which uses temporal redundancy and spatial proximity of the
potential text candidates to identify stable potential text candidates. For

I
)

stable potential text candidates, the method proposes new mutual
nearest neighborsymmetry to identify the 2D and 3D text COmponents.
Voting method tS used to classify 2D and 3D texts in frames. We
evaluate the text line segmentation: text detection and recognition
before classification and after classtfication with the results of the
existing methods ', However, the proposed methods detect text regions
regardless of scnpt type, therefore, we are planning to develop a
method for scnpt identification of 3D and 2D scripts in video in the
future.
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